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Abstract 
Levees provide protection for commercial and residential properties. However, these structures 
degrade over time, due to the impact of severe weather, sand boils, seepage, etc. In this research, 
we focus on detecting sand boils that occur when water under pressure wells up to the surface 
through a bed of sand, making levees especially vulnerable. Object detection is a good approach 
to confirm the presence of sand boils from satellite or drone imagery, to be utilized in assisting 
automated levee monitoring. Since sand-boils have distinct features, applying object detection 
algorithms to it can result in accurate detection. To the best of our knowledge, this research work 
is the first approach to detect sand boils from images. We compare the latest deep learning 
methods, Viola Jones algorithm, and other non-deep learning methods to determine the best 
performing one. We also train a Stacking-based model. The accuracy of our robust model is 
95.4%. 
 
 
 
 
 
KEYWORDS: Machine Learning, Stacking, Object Detection, Sand Boils, Deep Learning, Support 
Vector Machine. 
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Chapter 1 – Introduction 
 
Levees are constructed to provide safety along natural water bodies, to stop the flooding of low-
lying areas. The presence of sand boils along the outside of the levee signifies a possible 
impending structural failure of the construction. This can result in a lot of damage to both 
property and life [1]. The analysis and monitoring of sand boils is currently done manually [2, 3].  
We aim to automate this process by picking the best models out of several developing 
machine learning models, that can most accurately detect sand boils near the levees so that 
personnel can be more targeted in their monitoring. The database for this study has been 
collected manually from various sources since there is no centralized dataset available for these 
relevant images. It has been made sure that it contains satellite images of rough terrain that can 
pose as a challenge for a machine learning algorithm to identify sand boils from. This resulted in 
the creation of a robust predictor capable of identifying potential sand boils with high accuracy, 
which was ensured by comparing it with other potential machine learning approaches.  
To the best of our knowledge, this research work is the first attempt to detect sand boils from 
images using effective machine learning approaches. 
In this study, we investigate both renowned and latest robust object detection algorithms 
and compare their performances. We create a stacking model that improves on the individual 
methods. We use Viola Jones’ algorithm for Haar cascade based object detection [4, 5], You Only 
Look Once (YOLO) deep learning RPN-based object detection [6], Single Shot MultiBox Detector 
[7] based on convolutional neural nets [8] and deep learning [9] , Support Vector Machine (SVM) 
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[10], gradient boosting [11], extreme gradient boosting [12], logistic regression [13], etc. along 
with stacking [14, 15] to predict sand boils from images effectively. 
The thesis proceeds as follows. We review relevant literature investigating the past work 
done in the field, explain the theories and intent behind picking the methods we use, in chapter 
2. In Chapter 3, we introduce our dataset and the details on their collection, the features we wish 
to collect and performance metrics for our methods. In Chapter 4, we discuss the methodology 
of each machine learning algorithm used. Finally, the results and subsequent discussions follow 
in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 concludes the thesis and talks about future work and improvements. 
 
Chapter 2 – Literature Review 
 
This section contains information about object detection research, sand boils and their 
significance with respect to levee health. It also contains the motivation for the project and other 
useful information about how object detection can be applied to satellite imagery as well as 
drone collected orthoimages for detecting sand boils. 
2.1 Significance of Sand Boil Detection Near Levees   
 
Levees are embankments or flood banks constructed along naturally occurring water bodies in 
order to stop flooding [3]. They provide protection for vast amounts of commercial and 
residential properties, especially in the New Orleans area. However, levees and flood-walls 
degrade over time due to the impact of severe weather, development of sand boils, subsidence 
of land, seepage, development of cracks, etc. Further, published data [16] indicates that coastal 
Louisiana lost approximately 16 square miles of land between 1985 and 2010. In 2005, there 
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were over 50 failures of the levees and flood walls protecting New Orleans, Louisiana, and its 
surrounding suburbs following the passage of Hurricane Katrina and landfall in Mississippi. These 
failures caused flooding in 80% of the city of New Orleans and all of St. Bernard Parish. Events 
like Hurricane Katrina in 2005 have shown that levee failures can be catastrophic, and very costly. 
If these levees fail due to these conditions, there is a potential for significant property damage, 
and loss of life, as experienced in New Orleans in the 2005 hurricane, Katrina. It is of great 
importance to monitor the physical conditions of levees for flood control [3, 17]. 
In this research, we concentrate on detecting sand boils. Sand boils occur when water that is 
under intense pressure wells up through a bed of sand. Hence, the water looks like it is literally 
boiling up from the surface bed of sand [18]. A representation of how a sand boil forms can be 
seen from Figure 1. Factors that influence the formation of sand boils include the presence of 
ditches, post holes or seismic shot holes, cracks or fissures from repeated drying and uprooted 
or decaying roots of trees [19]. 
 
Figure 1: How a Sand Boil is formed due to intense pressure from the levee side. Water bubbles 
up through a crack in the silt blanket. 
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Since sand boils have very characteristic features such as being circular, and with a discernible 
center area, it is a good subject for a machine learning model to be able to make accurate 
predictions on. This fault or deficiency, shown in Figure 2 [20], usually appears as bubbling or 
flowing orifice on the land side of a levee. They are usually considered a substantial hazard, 
especially if they are large and/or have moving soil [17]. Observations such as the throat width 
(width of the opening) and the height and diameter if a cone of sand is formed around it must be 
measured to determine the severity of the sand boil. Levees need to be appropriately maintained 
and actively monitored for failure. Due to the tremendous length and variations of levee 
structures, proper operation and maintenance of levees can be challenging, especially when it is 
currently done manually [2, 3] using physical surveys which are a drain on time and resources. 
This thesis aims to speed up this process and assist in the monitoring process of levees and coastal 
changes by detecting sand boils from images, expected to be collected by drones for monitoring 
the levees. 
 
Figure 2: An image of a sand boil in Tensas Parish, Louisiana [18]. 
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2.2 Object Detection 
 
Object detection is an image processing technique that detects instances of a target object within 
a given image. Many popular algorithms exist to detect objects of certain classes such as humans 
(pedestrians) [21], faces [4, 5], cars [22], etc. Similarly, we intend to use object detection to find 
sand boils in satellite images collected from drones, near levees. Object detection requires input 
images, positive training samples that consist a class, and negative images that do not have any 
instance of the positive image within them. 
Computer vision is the study of algorithms that manipulate image based data [23]. These 
algorithms extract features from images and pass them to machine learning models, which then 
identify certain regions of interest (ROI) in the image. Object detection, however, is a 
combination of computer vision and machine learning. It identifies an instance of the target 
object and draws bounding boxes around it.  
The major difference between image detection and recognition is that the former is generally 
concerned with detecting where in the image a certain object resides by drawing bounding boxes 
around them. Image detection can be treated as a simple classification problem where the image 
can be classified based on the presence of the object within it. Image detection is an important 
preprocessing step for object recognition. Object recognition is used to compare the similarity 
between two images. For example, face recognition algorithms that group pictures of people 
together [24]. 
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A positive image contains the data about the kind of object being searched for, and a negative 
image sample doesn’t have any data that resembles a positive image. Object detection 
algorithms train on a set of negative and positive images in order to learn the parameters of what 
makes it a positive image. For example, in the case of a sand boil, the circularity of the positive 
image, the central depth of the sand boil, measured as the intensity of pixels, etc. make the 
recognition of a sand boil possible. The machine learning models extract such features and train 
on them. When a test data set consisting of both positive and negative instances is given to the 
model, it is then capable of distinguishing between them and eventually drawing bounding boxes 
around the positive instance.  
Object detection is an interesting field that has many applications in the real world. 
Application of machine learning on object detection can be challenging depending on the 
characteristics of the object. Detection of sand boils within the muddy settings could be very hard 
to perform from a given image. Object detection has previously been applied to some similar 
issues [25]. 
There are many machine learning methods developed in recent times which might be a good 
fit for this scenario. Some of the methods that are surveyed and used in the research are 
described in the next section. 
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Figure 3: A diagram showing a cascade filter on which Viola-Jones' algorithm is based. The 
windows classified as false are rejected, and the positives are sent to the next stage. 
 
 
2.3 Machine Learning Methods 
 
In this section, we describe all the machine learning methods we use and describe their 
underlying principles. We have also explained why we choose to use them. 
 
2.3.1 Viola-Jones’ Object Detector  
 
The Viola-Jones’ object detector [4, 5] uses AdaBoost algorithm as the learning algorithm. Using 
OpenCV, Haar features are calculated and gathered. These are then passed through a cascading 
architecture shown in Figure 3. The detector starts with a sub-window in each image. This sub-
window slides over the image in incremental steps. Windows are checked at every position and 
scale. They are then passed off to a layer in the cascade filter for processing. The layers vote the 
 
ALL Sub Windows 
Pool of REJECTED Sub Windows 
True True True True True 
False False False False False 
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window – whether it contains the required object or not. If it does not contain the object 
searched for, then the window is rejected. In such a way, a waterfall model of cascade layers 
filters out as many negatives as possible in the shortest time possible. If any of the windows 
contain a positive image, then they are retained and passed on to the next classifier. This means 
that the windows discarded in the first few stages are most likely to be negative. Most true 
negatives are collected in the initial stages of the cascade. In the subsequent steps, the remaining 
positives are closely examined and determined to be true positives.  
The architecture in Figure 3 shows how the windows from the image are processed. Any sub-
image that is voted as not being a sand boil is rejected and the image voted as a sand boil is 
carried over to the next stage which performs the same function once more. In this iterative 
process, most of the negative image samples are weeded out successfully. The samples that are 
left are assumed to be positive samples. 
Haar cascades are known to be one of the fastest and accurate methods for face detection, 
even if it is relatively an old algorithm (2001).  A cascade’s detection rate is equal to the product 
of every layer’s detection rates. As in, for a cascade with 4 layers with each layer’s detection rate 
at 0.99, the final rate would be 0.99 raised to the power of 4, which is 0.96.  
The detection rate decreases in subsequent layers because every layer is unable to achieve a 
100% detection rate. This causes the cascade to lose some positive images. Hence, the number 
of false negative detection increases for a very high number of cascade stages. Viola Jones’ object 
detection algorithm achieves real-time detection of objects. This makes it an extremely popular 
algorithm to run on mobile devices and cameras. Figure 4 describes the Viola-Jone’s algorithm.  
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Figure 4: Viola-Jones Algorithm 
 
To implement the algorithm, Open-source Computer Vision (OpenCV) [26], as a Python package 
is used. OpenCV contains functions for use in both C++ and Python for image manipulation. In 
this research, we use it to construct a dataset, run the cascade training and test a set of images 
for recognition.  
2.3.2 You Only Look Once (YOLO) Detection  
 
You Only Look Once, or YOLO [27] is a popular object detection algorithm based on the concept 
of Region Proposal Networks [6]. It is a deep learning [28] framework based on TensorFlow [29] 
and consumes a lot of computational power. The object detection task at hand is to determine 
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the location of the image where the sand boil is present. Previous methods consisted of pipelines 
that had multiple steps to perform this very same task. YOLO reframes the object detection 
pipeline of older papers such as R-CNN [30], Faster-RCNN [31] as a single regression problem. It 
predicts the presence of sand boils from individual image pixels, the bounding box coordinates 
and class probabilities of each region or cell. Any input image given to this dense neural network 
will output a vector of bounding boxes and class predictions. 
Within YOLO, the input image is divided into a grid of S x S cells. For every object that is within 
the image, one grid cell is responsible for detecting it. The cell responsible is the one where the 
center of the object falls into. Each cell predicts B bounding boxes and C class probabilities. The 
bounding box prediction has 5 components – (x, y, w, h, confidence score). Here, (x, y) 
coordinates represent the center of the box in relation to the grid cell location. Figure 5 explains 
the cell division and prediction responsibilities of each grid cell. The image bounded inside the 
red box is the sand boil area that needs to be detected. Since the center of that square lies within 
the grid cell in the center, it is now responsible for making the prediction of the sand boil. Each 
of these grid cells makes a total of S x S x B * 5 predictions, as described earlier. It is also important 
to predict the class probabilities for each cell. These conditional probabilities Pr(class(i) | Object) 
are necessary to create a region proposal network. Figure 6 describes how RPN is mapped. 
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Figure 5: Figure showing the division of the image into S x S cells. The image of a sand boil in red 
has its center (blue dot) lying in the central grid cell. This grid cell is responsible for making the 
prediction [27].  
Figure 6: S x S grid predicting B bounding boxes and confidence scores, C class probabilities [27]. 
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The network is a convolutional neural network with convolutional and max-pooling layers 
followed by two fully connected layers. For the purpose of this research, we used the readily 
available configuration called Darknet – [32]. The architecture was crafted for use with the Pascal 
VOC dataset [33]. Therefore, to use the network with a different grid size, a different number of 
classes (binary in our case) will require tuning of these parameters. 
2.3.3 Single Shot Multibox Detector 
 
The single shot multibox detector [7, 34] is an improvement on the YOLO object detector in the 
sense that it does not have to traverse through the image twice like YOLO does. It can map out 
the object in a single shot. It is a very fast approach and extremely accurate. SSD is also a deep 
learning method for object detection. 
Single shot multibox detector can localize the object in a single forward pass of the network. 
The single shot multibox detector’s architecture builds on the VGG-16 [35] architecture but 
discards the fully connected layers. VGG-16 performs very well on high-quality image 
classification. However, in this research, we use the MobileNetV2 [36]  architecture in the place 
of VGG-16. MobileNetV2 is one of the most recent mobile architectures (published by Google in 
March 2019). It favors speed over accuracy but still manages to output excellent detections. 
Features are extracted at multiple scales by the MobileNet network and forward passed to the 
rest of the network.  
In MultiBox, researchers created priors (popularly known as anchors in Faster R-CNN [31]  
terms), which are values of fixed size bounding boxes that are pre-computed and closely match 
the original ground truth boxes. Priors are chosen in a way such that the ratio of original ground 
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truth boxes to the prediction is greater than 0.5. This is also called IoU (intersection over union). 
In SSD, priors are fixed manually. For each prediction of a bounding box, a set of C class 
predictions are computed for every possible class in the dataset.  
The major difference between the YOLO and SSD architectures is that the SSD grids range 
from very fine to very coarse. This gets more accurate predictions of objects that are of a wider 
variety of scales. Another major difference can be seen in Figure 7.  
 
 
Figure 7: Difference between SSD and YOLO methods based on feature maps and convolutions. 
SSD has a greater number of proposals per cell than YOLO predicts. (a) shows the configuration 
of the YOLO net which is capable of detecting a few sizes of bounding boxes. (b) shows the 
configuration of SSD which can detect many sizes of bounding box windows ranging from coarse 
to fine. 
 
 
(a) 
(b) 
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2.3.4 Support Vector Machine (SVM) 
A Support Vector Machine (SVM) [10] is a discriminative classifier which is defined by a separating 
hyperplane. In this algorithm, each data point is plotted as a point in an n-dimensional space 
(where n is the number of features) with the values of each feature being the value of a 
coordinate in the space. In order to separate these two classes of data points, many different 
hyperplanes exist that can be chosen. The objective of SVM is to find the plane that has the 
maximum margin between the data points of each class as can be seen in Figure 8. Maximizing 
the margin distance provides some reinforcement so that the future data points can be classified 
with more confidence.  
 
Figure 8: A two-class classification problem is shown above. (a) shows the case where data points 
may be separated with many different decision boundaries. (b) represents the optimal 
hyperplane that has the maximum margin and is considered the decision boundary. 
 
 
 
(a) (b) 
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2.3.5 Logistic Regression (LogReg) 
 
Logistic Regression [13] is a technique for analyzing data where there are one or more 
independent variables that determine the dependent variable (outcome). Logistic regression 
measures the relationship between the dependent variable, in our case: whether the image 
contains a sand boil or not, and one or more independent variables by generating an estimation 
probability using logistic regression. It utilizes the sigmoid function to predict the output. In most 
cases, the dependent variable is a dichotomous variable (in which there are only two possible 
outcomes). 
The goal of logistic regression is to find the best fitting model to describe the relationship 
between the dichotomous characteristic of interest (dependent variable) and a set of 
independent (predictor or explanatory) variables. It transforms its output using the logistic 
sigmoid function in Figure 9. to return a probability value which can be mapped to the discrete 
classes. To avoid overfitting, the regularization technique is used which is any modification we 
make to a learning algorithm that is intended to reduce the generalization error. 
16 
 
 
 
Figure 9: Sigmoid decision function used to obtain the probability of a class. 
2.3.6 Extra Tree (ET) 
 
The extremely randomized tree or ET [37] is one of the ensemble methods, which constructs 
randomized decision trees from the original learning sample and uses above average decision to 
improve the predictive accuracy and control over-fitting. The Extra-Tree method (standing for 
extremely randomized trees) was proposed with the main objective of further randomizing tree 
building in the context of numerical input features, where the choice of the optimal cut-point is 
responsible for a large proportion of the variance of the induced tree. The method drops the idea 
of using bootstrap copies of the learning sample and it selects a cut-point at random. From a 
statistical point of view, dropping the bootstrapping idea leads to an advantage in terms of bias, 
whereas the cut-point randomization has often an excellent variance reduction effect. This 
method has yielded state-of-the-art results in several high-dimensional complex problems. 
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2.3.7 Random Decision Forest (RDF) 
 
Random Decision Forests [38] are an ensemble learning method for classification, regression, and 
other tasks. RDF operated by constructing a multitude of decision trees at training time and 
outputting the class that is the mode of the classes (classification) or mean prediction (regression) 
of the individual trees. Random decision forests correct for decision trees habit of overfitting to 
their training set. Random Forest adds additional randomness to the model while growing the 
trees. Instead of searching for the most important feature while splitting a node, it searches for 
the best feature among a random subset of features. This results in a wide diversity that generally 
results in a better model. The RDF operates by constructing a multitude of decision trees on 
various sub-samples of the dataset and results in the mean prediction of the decision trees to 
improve the prediction accuracy and control over-fitting.  
2.3.8 K – Nearest Neighbors (KNN) 
 
K nearest neighbors [39] is a simple algorithm that stores all available cases and classifies new 
cases based on a similarity measure. KNN has been used in statistical estimation and pattern 
recognition as a non-parametric technique. A case is classified by a majority vote of its neighbors, 
with the case being assigned to the class most common amongst its K nearest neighbors 
measured by a distance function. If K = 3, then the case is simply assigned to the class of its 3 
nearest neighbors shown in Figure 10. 
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Figure 10: (a) Initial data, (b) calculation of distance and (c) finding neighbors and label voting for 
KNN method [39]. 
The KNN algorithm compares an input to the K closest training examples. A majority vote 
coming from the most similar neighbors in the training set decides the classification. We used 
Euclidian distance as a metric for finding the nearest neighbors. As the idea of learning a model 
using KNN is simple, this method is computationally cheap. For all our experiments with KNN 
method, the value of K was set to 43 and all the neighbors were weighted uniformly.  
2.3.9 Bagging (BAG) 
 
Bagging [40] is a “bootstrap” ensemble method that creates individuals for its ensemble by 
training each classifier on a random redistribution of the training set. Each classifier's training set 
is generated by randomly drawing, with replacement, N examples - where N is the size of the 
original training set; many of the original examples may be repeated in the resulting training set 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
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while others may be left out. Each individual classifier in the ensemble is generated with a 
different random sampling of the training set and subsequently aggregates their individual 
predictions to yield a final prediction. It is useful for reducing variance in the prediction. 
2.3.10 Gradient Boosting (GB) 
 
GBC [11] builds an additive model in a forward stage-wise fashion; it allows for the optimization 
of arbitrary differentiable loss functions. GBC involves three elements: (a) a loss function to be 
optimized, (b) a weak learner to make predictions and (c) an additive model to add weak learners 
to minimize the loss function. The objective of GBC is to minimize the loss of the model by adding 
weak learners in a stage-wise fashion using a procedure similar to gradient descent. The existing 
weak learners in the model are remained unchanged while adding new weak learner. The output 
from the new learner is added to the output of the existing sequence of learners to correct or 
improve the final output of the model. 
2.3.11 eXtreme Gradient Boosting (XGB) 
 
The implementation of XGB [12] offers several advanced features for model tuning, computing 
environments, and algorithm enhancement. It can perform the three main forms of gradient 
boosting (Gradient Boosting (GB), Stochastic GB and Regularized GB) and it is robust enough to 
support fine-tuning and addition of regularization parameters. However, XGB uses a more 
regularized model formalization to control over-fitting, which results in better performance. In 
addition to better performance, XGB is designed to provide higher computational speed. 
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Chapter 3 – Experimental Materials 
 
3.1 Dataset Creation 
 
In this research, the dataset was collected from different sources. There is no centralized, easy 
to access data for levees and sand boils available. Hence, most of the collection was done 
manually. Additional explanation of the subsets of data used for each method is described below. 
Analysis of sand boils using machine learning requires two types of data – negative and 
positive samples. Positive samples are the images that have an instance of the sand boil present 
somewhere in it. A negative sample is one in which no positive image is present at all. Both these 
types of data are essential to train the machine learning methods on what constitutes a sand boil 
and what does not. This data was collected by scraping different sources. We have a total of 6300 
negative images which were collected from ImageNet, Google Images, and Open Street Maps. 
The images were resized or sliced to a 150 x 150 size and converted to grayscale. Real positive 
images are very few and were collected from Google Images. To increase the number of positive 
samples to be comparable with the negative images available, we used a function within OpenCV 
to synthetically place 50 x 50 resized images of sand boils on some negative samples in order to 
form a synthetic dataset of positive images. These positive images are 6300 in number and are 
of comparable quality to real positives. It was made sure that there were some negative images 
and positive images that were very hard to detect, even for the human observer.  
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(i) Viola-Jones algorithm – For the Viola-Jones method for sand boil detection, all the 
collected samples, 6300 positive samples, and 6300 negative samples were used. 
(ii) You Only Look Once (YOLO) object detector – For this method, we used a subset of 
956 positive samples to train the network. Further details about the network and the 
parameters used for training can be found in the appendix. 
(iii) Single Shot MultiBox Detector (SSD) with MobileNetV2 – For SSD, we used a subset of 
956 positive samples and 956 negative samples to train the detector.  
(iv) Non-deep learning methods such as SVM, LogReg, KNN, etc. – a balanced dataset of 
956 positive samples and 956 negative samples were used. 
The usage of a subset of images was necessary for the other methods because, in order to 
input the images, the exact areas within the samples containing the positive region must be hand 
annotated. It is a manual process which is intensely time-consuming. Hence, we labeled only 956 
images as positive samples. To do this, a tool called BBoxLabel [41]. BBoxLabel is an opensource 
tool which opens a simple GUI where it allows the user to load a directory of images and annotate 
them. These annotations are stored in two formats. Both a simple txt file and an xml file format 
which both YOLO and SSD use. On the other hand, annotations for the Viola-Jones method are 
internally calculated by OpenCV using a simple command. These files generated by OpenCV 
cannot be used by YOLO and SSD because they have one major distinction. The x, y annotation 
from BBoxLabel tool is the center coordinate of the image, whereas the one calculated by 
OpenCV is the coordinate of the top left pixel. 
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3.2 Feature Extraction 
 
In this section, we describe the features from both positive and negative samples that have been 
extracted and fed into the machine learning methods. For Viola-Jones algorithm, the features 
used are called Haar features. These are calculated internally by OpenCV. They can be visualized 
to see which regions of the image contribute to the classification of it being a positive sample. 
Further discussion and examples can be found in the results section. For the YOLO algorithm and 
the SSD method, since the architecture can be considered a part of the convolutional neural 
network, the features are extracted internally by the convolutional net itself. For the non-deep 
learning methods, we need to extract some features manually as described below. 
3.2.1 Haralick Features 
 
Haralick features or textural features for image classification [42] are very important in 
identifying the texture characteristics of an object in an image. For aerial photographs or satellite 
images, these features can isolate the textures and regions of interest of the image being 
searched for. In conjunction with machine learning methods, these features can be extremely 
useful in identifying sand boils from satellite imagery. The basis of these features is a gray-level 
co-occurrence matrix. The matrix is generated by counting the number of times a pixel with a 
value i is adjacent to a pixel with value j and then dividing the entire matrix by the total number 
of such comparisons made. Each entry is therefore considered to be the probability that a pixel 
with a value i will be found adjacent to a pixel of value j. This feature is rotation invariant and 
works very well for our case because the structure of a sand boil is predictable conceptually. 
Haralick features yield a list of 13 features. 
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3.2.2 Hu Moments 
 
Hu moments, also known as image moments [43] are important features in computer vision and 
image recognition fields. They are useful for describing object segmentation and other 
properties. It is a weighted average (or moment) of the image pixel intensities. For a binary image, 
it is the sum of pixel intensities (all white) divided by the total number of pixels in that image.  
The moments associated with a shape remain constant even on rotating the image. This can be 
seen in Figure 11. The image K0 represents a binary image of the letter K. The Hu moments of K 
differ from that of S0, S1, …S4. Whereas, the values for all the images containing S in them happen 
to be similar. It is also evident that the moment values for the images are rotation invariant. 
Hence, these are good features for the detection of sand boils. Hu Moments yield a list of 7 
features. H[0] is the first Hu moment of K0 (which is a binary image of the letter ‘K’). H[1], 
similarly, is the second Hu moment value for K0 and so on. 
In cases like sand boils, Hu moments are used because these features are rotation invariant 
and provide a clear distinction between two types of images, as evidenced in the image. 
Therefore, the assumption is that for sand boils the values H[0], H[1], …, H[6] will remain similar 
to each other and therefore help during testing. 
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Figure 11: Example table showing varying Hu Moments for different images. Here, H[0], H[1]… 
H[6] represent the Hu moments of each image.  
 
3.2.3 Histograms 
 
Histograms can be generated directly using OpenCV’s calcHist function in Python on C++. It 
calculates the histogram of one or more arrays. We use it to generate 2D histograms in order to 
understand the distribution of pixel intensities in the image. This proves to be a useful feature 
for the detection of images based on the assumption that similar images will have similar 
histograms. The number of bins can be specified in the parameters required. It can range from 
32, 64 to 256. The difference between a 32-bin and 256-bin histogram can be seen in Figure 12. 
For our 150 x 150 input images, it is enough to use a 32-bin histogram. This yields a list of 32 
features. 
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Figure 12: The difference between 256-bin and 32-bin representations of color histograms of 
images. (a) is the histogram using 32 bins. (b) represents a 256 bin histogram. 32 bin histogram 
is sufficient for a 150x150 image. 
 (a) 
(b) 
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3.2.4 Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) 
 
Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) [21] is a very popular feature descriptor for images in the 
computer vision world and has been known for improving the accuracy of detection for images 
with fixed outlines such as pedestrians. Dalal and Triggs are known for detecting humans using 
these features. The algorithm counts the occurrences of gradient orientation in localized portions 
of an image. Similar to edge detection, it describes the local object appearance and shape in an 
image. The image is divided into small connecting regions and for each pixel in each cell, a 
histogram of gradient direction is calculated. This can be observed in Figure 13. This results in a 
final list of appended histograms which is the final list of features. 
 
 
Figure 13: Illustration of the histogram of oriented gradients. Observe that the blue lines 
represent vectors in the direction of light. Length of the arrows represents the value. (a) 
represents the division of image into individual cells. Figure (b) shows an enlarged portion of the 
selected area. The direction of the arrow represents the direction of the lighter pixels and the 
length of the arrow represents the magnitude of the vector by which the pixel intensities differ. 
 
(a) (b) 
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Now, the complete list of features includes 7 Hu Moments, 13 Haralick features, 32 Histogram 
values, and 648 HOG features – totaling to 700 features for each image. 
3.3 Performance Evaluation 
 
In this section, we discuss the different ways in which we measured the performance of the 
various detectors in question. Each of the test sets was created manually in such a way that they 
contained a good mix of positive samples and negative samples along with their correct 
annotations and bounding box coordinates. Some of the positive samples were extremely tough 
to detect, even for the human eye. It was necessary to include such samples in order to test the 
detections as best as possible. Because of this, the accuracy of detections might not be very high, 
since the extremely tough samples resulted in a higher number of false negatives according to 
the detector. 
3.3.1 Viola-Jones method  
We use the info data generated by OpenCV as the ground truth files, and the predictions by the 
final cascade file are used as the predicted output. Comparisons are made to classify the files into 
4 categories – True Positives (TP), True Negatives (TN), False Positives (FP) and False Negatives 
(FN). Using these, the accuracy is calculated. Table 1 lists the various evaluation metrics and 
formulae. 
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3.3.2 YOLO algorithm and SSD method 
 
For both YOLO and SSD a similar method was used to calculate the accuracy. The ground truth 
files generated after manually annotating the images were compared with the predicted outputs 
to measure the accuracy in the percentage of the detector.  
3.3.3 Other methods 
For other methods such as SVM, GBC, KNN, etc., we used 10-fold cross-validation on the feature 
dataset to compare and evaluate the performance of each predictor. FCV is performed in folds, 
where data is divided into k folds of equal size. One fold is held out for testing while the rest of 
the k-1 folds are used to train the model. This process is repeated until each fold has been set 
aside once for testing. Then the k estimates of the error are combined to find the average. The 
rest of the parameters like sensitivity, specificity, etc. are also calculated. 
The major performance estimator is the accuracy percentage of each detector.  
The parameters that contribute to them are the number of true positive samples (TP), false 
positive (FP) samples, true negative (TN) samples, and the false negative (FN) samples. Here, true 
positives refer to the number of images that were classified as sand boils and were actually sand 
boils. False positives refer to the number of images that were classified as sand boils but were 
not. False negatives are images that were classified as not containing sand boils but actually were 
images of a sand boil. True negatives are the images that were classified as not containing sand 
boils. Most of the metrics in Table 1 can be calculated from these four parameters. 
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Table 1: Name and definition of performance evaluation metrics. 
Name of Metric Definition 
True Positive (TP) Correctly predicted sand boil images 
True Negative (TN) Correctly predicted sand boil images 
False Positive (FP) Incorrectly predicted sand boil images 
False Negative (FN) Incorrectly predicted sand boil images 
Recall/Sensitivity (Sens.) /True 
Positive Rate (TPR) 
𝑇𝑃
𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁
 
Specificity (Spec.) /True Negative 
Rate (TNR) 
𝑇𝑁
𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑃
 
Fall Out Rate (FOR) /False Positive 
Rate (FPR) 
𝐹𝑃
𝐹𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁
 
Miss Rate (MR) /False Negative Rate 
(FNR) 
𝐹𝑁
𝐹𝑁 + 𝑇𝑃
 
Accuracy (ACC) 
𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁
𝐹𝑃 + 𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑁
 
Balanced Accuracy (BACC) 
1
2 (
𝑇𝑃
𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁 +
𝑇𝑁
𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑃)
 
Precision (Prec.) 
𝑇𝑃
𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃
 
F1 score (Harmonic mean of 
precision and recall) 
2𝑇𝑃
2𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁
 
Mathews Correlation Coefficient 
(MCC) 
(𝑇𝑃 ∗ 𝑇𝑁) − (𝐹𝑃 ∗ 𝐹𝑁)
√(𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁) ∗ (𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃) ∗ (𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑃) ∗ (𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑁)
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Chapter 4 – Methodology 
 
4.1 Viola Jones 
 
Open Source Computer Vision (OpenCV) was used to run the viola jones algorithm. Firstly, the 
positive and negative samples of sand boils were sorted into different folders. Then, we extracted 
the information about coordinates (x, y, w, h) where x, y are the top corner and w, h are the 
width and height of the object inside the image. Then, the cascade is trained using 25 stages, 
4500 positive samples, and 3000 negative samples. This results in an xml file that can be used to 
make the predictions on a test dataset. The test dataset contains a total of 8300 images out of 
which 2000 are negative samples, and the rest are positive samples of sand boils. The cascade 
training is stopped at stage 25, and the intermediate stages, 10, 15, 20 and 25 are tested for 
performance. The best performance is achieved by cascade stage 15. This is evidenced in the 
results section. After this, the accuracy is measured, and bounding boxes are drawn based on the 
predicted outputs. 
4.2 YOLO object detection 
 
For YOLO, the configuration of the basic net was left unchanged except for the width, height and 
the number of classes. A TensorFlow implementation of the darknet, called Darkflow [44] was 
used to run YOLO. Darknet (#ref) is an open source neural network framework written in C 
language. The architecture of the detector consists of 24 convolutional layers followed by 2 fully 
connected layers. Alternating 1 x 1 convolutional layers reduce the feature space from the earlier 
layers. These layers are pre-trained on the ImageNet classification dataset. For our problem, we 
chose to train the network from scratch, without initializing the weights for the network. The 
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average moving loss starts at a very high value and slowly reduces. The network must be trained 
until the loss falls below 0.01 in order to get the best bounding boxes. The training ran for around 
2 weeks on a server, at which point the loss function was extremely low. At this point, the latest 
checkpoint is used to test the detections on a test dataset of 112 images. After the detections 
are made, the accuracy can be measured by comparing the ground truth files with the predicted 
outputs. 
4.3 SSD object detection 
 
For Single Shot Multibox Detection, we used MobileNetV2 as the feature extraction layer, instead 
of the standard VGG-16 algorithm. MobileNetV2 is faster and consumes less computational 
power than VGG-16, and has comparable performance. A PyTorch implementation [45] with 
some alterations to the number of classes, etc. of SSD was used to make the detections. After 
training the net for 200 epochs, we use the latest generated checkpoint to make the predictions. 
Then we generate the bounding boxes for each of the images in the test data set. 
4.4 Other Methods 
 
A feature file was created which lists all the 700 features that were discussed earlier for each 
image. There are a total of 1912 records split evenly into 956 positive images and 956 negative 
images of sand boils. On this file, 10-fold cross validation is run. Various methods including SVM, 
GBC, XGBC, Logistic regression, random decision forest, etc. are implemented.  
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4.5 Stacking 
 
Stacking based machine learning approaches [46] have been very successful when applied to 
some interesting problems [25, 47-49]. This idea is utilized here to try and develop a better 
performing sand boil predictor.  
Stacking is an ensemble approach which obtains information from multiple models and 
aggregates them to form a new and generally improved model. In stacking, the information 
gained from more than one predictive model minimizes the generalization error rate and yields 
more accurate results. The stacking framework includes two stages of learners. The classifiers in 
the first stage are called base layer classifiers or base classifiers. The second stage methods are 
called meta-classifiers. The probabilities from the base classifier are fed into the meta-classifier, 
as well as the feature set. To supply the meta-classifier with significant information on the 
problem space, the classifiers in the base layer must be different from one another based on their 
underlying operating principle.  
We examined 18 different stacking models. These models are built and optimized using Scikit-
Learn [50]. to select the algorithms to be used as base classifiers, we evaluate all these 
combinations. 
i. RDF, LogReg, KNN as Base, SVM as Meta-classifier 
ii. LogReg, ET, KNN as Base, SVM as Meta-classifier 
iii. LogReg, XGBC, KNN as Base, SVM as Meta-classifier 
iv. LogReg, ET, XGBC as Base, SVM as Meta-classifier 
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v. LogReg, GBC, KNN as Base, SVM as Meta-classifier 
vi. LogReg, GBC, ET as Base, SVM as Meta-classifier 
vii. LogReg, GBC, ET, KNN as Base, GBC as Meta-classifier 
viii. LogReg, GBC, ET, KNN as Base, SVM as Meta-classifier 
ix. RDF, LogReg, GBC, KNN as Base, GBC as Meta-classifier 
x. RDF, LogReg, GBC, KNN as Base, SVM as Meta-classifier 
xi. LogReg, GBC, SVM, KNN as Base, GBC as Meta-classifier 
xii. LogReg, SVM, ET, KNN as Base, GBC as Meta-classifier 
xiii. LogReg, SVM, ET, KNN as Base, SVM as Meta-classifier 
xiv. LogReg, GBC, SVM, KNN as Base, SVM as Meta-classifier 
xv. LogReg, GBC, ET as Base, SVM as Meta-classifier 
xvi. LogReg, GBC, ET as Base, GBC as Meta-classifier 
xvii. RDF, KNN, Bag as Base, GBC as Meta-classifier 
xviii. RDF, KNN, Bag as Base, SVM as Meta-classifier 
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Chapter 5 – Results and Discussions 
 
In this section, we present the results of our simulations and discuss the important features and 
factors of the predictions and why just accuracy is not a good measure for comparing object 
detectors. 
5.1 Viola-Jones  
 
In the Viola-Jones’ object detection algorithm, we achieve an overall accuracy of 87.22%. 
The test data set consisted of 8300 images out of which 2000 were negative, and rest were 
positive. The number of true positives detected by the cascade classifier was 5425 out a total of 
6300. The number of false positives is 185, true negatives are 1815, and false negatives detected 
were 875. The sensitivity is 86.11%, specificity is 90.75%, precision 96.70%. The MCC score is 
impressive at 0.7023. The F1 score is 0.91099. Overall, the Viola-Jones algorithm performs very 
well despite being one of the oldest methods for object detection. Haar features that are 
generated can be visualized as shown in Figure 14. Figure 15 shows some of the detections made 
by the Viola-Jones object detector. 
Some of the most important Haar features are the ones found in the image shown in Figure 
14. The integral image is calculated and compared with these haar features to determine whether 
an image is a sand boil or not. 
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Figure 14: Visualization of Haar features generated by OpenCV. These selected Haar features help 
in determining whether or not the image contains a sand boil. Each of the Haar features (the 
white and black boxes) are overlaid on the image to check the presence of that feature in each 
image. If a group of Haar features defined by the cascade are present in an image, it is categorized 
as a positive for sand boil. 
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Figure 15: True positive detections made by the Viola-Jones detector. These images indicate the 
bounding boxes drawn by the Viola Jones cascade. Notice that the true positives shown here are 
present on rough terrain which makes it harder for an object detector to find positive samples 
easily. 
 
Discussion about some special false positives 
In Figure 16, are some examples of misdetections by the Viola-Jones classifier. Some of these 
detections output multiple bounding boxes on the images, leading to some false positives. Upon 
further investigation, though, these false positives look very much like the positive samples. This 
means that the images within these bounding boxes fall within reasonable doubt of being a sand 
boil. The contents feature a darker circular area inside a lighter circle or so. This can easily be 
mistaken to be a sand boil. Since our research deals with the detection of sand boils, which are a 
danger to levee health, some acceptable number of false positives are not a problem. In fact, it 
is better to have these being detected than being passed over. 
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Figure 16: Some special false positive cases detected by Viola Jones object detector. These 
images depict some false positives that were detected. These fall within reasonable doubt of 
being sand boils. In (a) the false positive that is detected contains a darker center and a roughly 
circular exterior. This gives the detector cause to classify it as a sand boil. Similarly, in (b), (c) and 
(d) the detections made are bounding boxes that contain circular images with darker centers and 
texture similar to what a sand boil has. 
 
5.2 YOLO detection 
 
YOLO yields a set of detections that appear to be correct for a classifier – not as a detector. The 
detected bounding box remains constant for all the images in which it detects a positive sand 
boil. The results are not wrong. But because the problem is that of a detector, i.e.; we expect an 
accurate bounding box to be drawn around the sand boil, the YOLO detection fails at this task. 
Given that due to time constraints, the training was allowed to run only for a short duration, the 
net is unable to draw accurate bounding boxes around the required images. The net was tuned 
appropriately. More information can be found in the appendix section of the thesis. The images 
in Figure 17 illustrate the detection by YOLO. Perhaps with further tuning and longer training of 
the net, we will achieve better results. For now, we discard the YOLO algorithm from further 
consideration for this thesis. 
 
(a) (b) (c) (d) 
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Figure 17: Detections made by the YOLO object detector. Figures (a), (b) and (c) show bounding 
boxes created by the YOLO detector. They are accurate enough to detect true positives. But the 
bounding boxes that are drawn require fine tuning the net further, since they do not correctly 
predict the exact coordinates of the true position of the sand boil. 
 
5.3 Single Shot MultiBox Detector  
 
The SSD detector yields very promising results with an average precision of 88.35%. Some of the 
detections made by the SSD algorithm are shown in Figure 18.  
    
Figure 18: Some difficult detections made by the Single Shot MultiBox Detector. Images (a), (b) 
and (c) show how the SSD detector makes some very difficult predictions despite the underlying 
terrain. The number ‘1.00’ indicates the probability with which the detector thinks it is a positive 
sand boil. Image (d) shows a False Negative image. SSD was unable to detect the sand boil in this 
case. This is a reasonable image to miss because of the different textures and similar looking 
patterns in the terrain of the map. Detections shown in (a), (b) and (c) are impressive for an object 
detector since the images are easy to miss even for humans. 
 
(a) (b) (c) 
(a) (b) (c) (d) 
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Discussion on some particularly hard false negatives 
 
The fourth figure in Figure 18 does not show any detection. This is a false negative detection. 
There is in fact, a sand boil image overlaid on the terrain in the bottom right. This is, however, 
extremely hard to find even for the human eye. Therefore, the false negatives of this kind can be 
skipped over. The other three detections were surprisingly accurate, especially because the base 
image is that of very rough terrain that might resemble a sand boil’s surface by itself.  
5.4 All other methods (SVM, GBC, KNN, etc.) 
The results from these methods were extremely good. Table 2 describes the results of all the 
methods that were used. The highest accuracy was that of the support vector machine and extra 
tree. This is followed by gradient boosting classifier and random decision forest. 
 
Table 2: A comparison of accuracies for all non-deep learning methods. 
Method Sensitivity Specificity Accuracy Precision F1 Score MCC 
SVM 97.49 92.05 94.77 92.46 0.949 0.8967 
KNN 61.82 81.9 71.86 77.35 0.6872 0.4463 
GBC 97.28 88.49 92.88 89.42 0.9318 0.8610 
XGBC 89.43 89.33 89.38 89.34 0.8938 0.7876 
RDF 92.46 89.74 91.11 90.02 0.9122 0.8224 
ET 95.5 90.48 92.99 90.93 0.9316 0.8609 
LOGREG 81.27 81.79 81.53 81.7 0.8148 0.6307 
BAGGING 92.05 87.34 89.69 87.91 0.8993 0.7958 
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5.5 Stacking 
 
We tried 18 different types of stacking with different base classifiers. These were chosen based 
on their differing principles and their accuracies independently. Table 3 shows the comparison of 
these stacking models. The performance of stacking depends on the principle that each of the 
base learners helps the meta-learner perform better. In this case, model 13 performs the best. 
Model 11 and 13 have the same accuracy. But considering the other parameters, especially MCC, 
model 13 performs slightly better.  
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Table 3: Performance of various Stacking methods. 
Model type and Description Sensitivity Specificity Accuracy Precision F1 Score MCC 
i. RDF, LogReg, KNN as Base, 
SVM as Meta-classifier 0.9749 0.91527 0.94508 0.92004 0.94667 0.89175 
ii. LogReg, ET, KNN as Base, 
SVM as Meta-classifier 0.98117 0.9205 0.95084 0.92505 0.95228 0.90334 
iii. LogReg, XGBC, KNN as 
Base, SVM as Meta-classifier 0.97594 0.91318 0.94456 0.91831 0.94625 0.89088 
iv. LogReg, ET, XGBC as Base, 
SVM as Meta-classifier 0.97803 0.9205 0.94927 0.92483 0.95069 0.90003 
v. LogReg, GBC, KNN as Base, 
SVM as Meta-classifier 0.9728 0.91841 0.94561 0.92262 0.94705 0.89253 
vi. LogReg, GBC, ET as Base, 
SVM as Meta-classifier 0.97594 0.92364 0.94979 0.92744 0.95107 0.90081 
vii. LogReg, GBC, ET, KNN as 
Base, GBC as Meta-classifier 0.95816 0.94038 0.94927 0.94142 0.94971 0.89868 
viii. LogReg, GBC, ET, KNN as 
Base, SVM as Meta-classifier 0.97699 0.91841 0.9477 0.92292 0.94919 0.89694 
ix. RDF, LogReg, GBC, KNN as 
Base, GBC as Meta-classifier 0.95188 0.91736 0.93462 0.92012 0.93573 0.86977 
x. RDF, LogReg, GBC, KNN as 
Base, SVM as Meta-classifier 0.97699 0.91423 0.94561 0.91929 0.94726 0.89297 
xi. LogReg, GBC, SVM, KNN as 
Base, GBC as Meta-classifier 0.96757 0.94038 0.95397 0.94196 0.95459 0.90829 
xii. LogReg, SVM, ET, KNN as 
Base, GBC as Meta-classifier 0.96444 0.9341 0.94927 0.93604 0.95003 0.89895 
xiii. LogReg, SVM, ET, KNN as 
Base, SVM as Meta-classifier 0.97803 0.92992 0.95397 0.93313 0.95506 0.909 
xiv. LogReg, GBC, SVM, KNN 
as Base, SVM as Meta-
classifier 0.97699 0.9205 0.94874 0.92475 0.95015 0.89892 
xv. LogReg, GBC, ET as Base, 
SVM as Meta-classifier 0.97803 0.9205 0.94927 0.92483 0.95069 0.90003 
xvi. LogReg, GBC, ET as Base, 
GBC as Meta-classifier 0.96235 0.93096 0.94665 0.93306 0.94748 0.89375 
xvii. RDF, KNN, Bag as Base, 
GBC as Meta-classifier 0.95816 0.90586 0.93201 0.91054 0.93374 0.8652 
xviii. RDF, KNN, Bag as Base, 
SVM as Meta-classifier 0.9728 0.91736 0.94508 0.9217 0.94656 0.89154 
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Chapter 6 – Conclusions 
 
In this thesis, we compared object detection methods and determined the best ones to use for 
the detection of sand boils. We also developed a stacking based machine learning predictor which 
focuses on using the best methods to increase the detection accuracy of the machine learning 
model. 
We also created a database of positive and negative samples of sand boils for use in research.  
The most appropriate Haar features were selected using AdaBoost algorithm, You Only Look 
Once (YOLO) object detection algorithm was tested. It was ruled out from further consideration 
because despite, parameter tuning and multiple trial and errors, the bounding boxes generated 
were not very useful. Single Shot MultiBox detector was studied and was found to be a good 
detection model for sand boils with a high accuracy of 88.3%. Furthermore, the input data was 
divided into simple and hard detections by the SSD implementation we used. Since this is a single 
class detection problem, the average precision per class that was calculated by SSD pertains only 
to one class. For the rest of the methods, it is found that SVM performs the best on 10-fold cross-
validation, achieving a high detection accuracy of 94.77%. GBC and Extra Tree were also 
extremely high performing at 92.88% and 92.99% respectively. Stacking on all the non-deep 
learning methods revealed even better performance of 95.4% accuracy. Hence, the for detection 
of sand boils, non-deep learning methods are proven to be the best. In future studies, a better 
implementation of YOLO may be included. Stacking of deep learning nets and SVM, GBC, etc. 
might prove to be useful. In order to improve individual performance of methods, many other 
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features can be collected from the images. Also, collecting real-world satellite images of areas 
near levees and hand annotating the images would yield better results. 
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